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We played with building blocks. But no one said: 

 

“Put the red triangular block on top of the yellow rectangular block, 

with one of the two shorter sides facing down, and the upper point 

pointing to the left. It should be placed so that the lower end of the 

longest side is even with the right edge of the yellow rectangular 

block.” 

 

Good thing! That’s kind of cumbersome in English! In fact, no one was 

using their voices at all. I spent a week with Deaf and hearing CITs 

(consultants-in-training) together in Kenya, not using voices or any 

auditory alerts, and experiencing the richness of sign languages. 

 

Did you know that a fluent Deaf 

signer could sign the above  

instruction in about 8 signs 

(depending on the context … 

maybe less!)? The complex  

system in sign languages for 

communicating spatial relation-

ships (classifiers) is notoriously 

hard for hearing people to  

master. So the hearing people 

present had lots of practice  

that week understanding and 

improving their classifier skills 

(so important in Bible trans-

lation – imagine describing  

the Temple). 

 

We also had scavenger hunts, 

story activities, competitive 

games, team building activities, 

and breakfast challenges. But 

hidden behind each moment of 

fun was a multitude of linguistic, 

cultural, and team building ob-

jectives, thanks to Stephanie 

Winslow, our guest trainer. 

 

You can read testimonies in the 

left sidebar.  

“I am in awe at the incredible 

linguistic skills of our Deaf  

colleagues. Their signing fluen-

cy is astounding. I’m grateful  

to work with them, and I will  

always have more to learn.”  
 

- a hearing CIT participant 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
Our Deaf and hearing CITs 

and consultants bring so 

much to the table in the 

translation process. This was 

a sweet time to invest in both 

groups together and see 

them bond. It was also their 

final training before being 

commissioned as full transla-

tion consultants (see next 

page for details). 

 

“For that week, we were not 

Deaf people and hearing peo-

ple; we were just people, broth-

ers and sisters in Christ, playing 

and learning together.”  
 

- a Deaf CIT participant 

UNITY IN 
Christ 

“HOW GOOD AND   
PLEASANT IT IS WHEN 
GOD’S PEOPLE LIVE  
TOGETHER IN UNITY!”  
 

PSALM 133:1 
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PRAYER 
 In August, I will be training some new DOOR staff who are hearing, as well as some hearing missionaries 

from other agencies who will be working with Deaf people. Pray for stamina for me through the intense 

week of teaching, and for open hearts and minds for them as they’re exposed to a lot of information in a 

short time. 

 

 Pray that I will make good use of my time in the States in July and part of August, spending time with  

family, continuing to work for DOOR through numerous video meetings and preparations for upcoming 

teaching opportunities, and getting some much needed jet-lag-free rest.  

Do you know what the biggest bottleneck in sign language 

translation worldwide is? 

 

Not enough professional filming studios? No … 

Can’t find Deaf translators? No, that’s not it either. 

 

The biggest bottleneck is the shortage of translation consult-

ants with a specialty in sign languages. Those are the people 

who, among other things, actually determine whether a final 

draft is approved as Scripture or not. Up until recently, there 

were about ten such consultants in the world. 

 

But then DOOR International commissioned fifteen of them! 

That’s right. We celebrated the opportunity to more than  

double the number of translation consultants specializing in 

sign language translations in the world! Some were Deaf, some 

were hearing, and they represented four different countries 

(three continents). 

 

I’ve been humbled and blessed to be a part of the team that’s 

been training them over the past years. You’ve been part of 

that as well, through your prayers and support, so thank you. 

 

Praise God for these new consultants, and pray for them as 

they head into new and bigger responsibilities and challenges! 

They are a key part of getting God’s Word to the Deaf people   

of the world in their heart languages. 
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